Headwaters Mississippi Glazier Captain Willard Rand
captain willard glazier - ir.uiowa - 354 the palimpsest with his 3,184 miles from itasca to the gulf, comÃ‚Â
pared to the accepted distance of 2,466 miles. we have placed in brackets the correct mileage or ocean to ocean
on horseback. - cdn.loc - captain glazier's works are growing more and more popular every day. their delinations
their delinations of social, military and frontier life, constantly varying scenes, and deeply interesting stories,
collections of the minnesota historical society. volume 7 ... - the mississippi river and its source. an historical
and illustrated geographical record. the mississippi river and its source. a narrative and critical history of the
discovery of the river and its headwaters, accompanied by the results of detailed hydrographic and topographic
surveys. by hon. j. v. brower, commissioner of the itasca state park, representing also, the state historical society
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